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MUSIC NEWS
Alan Jackson To Perform At Washington
National Cathedral - “A Call To
Compassion” 9/11 Tenth Anniversary
The Washington National Cathedral announced
today plans for “A Call To Compassion,” a threeday commemoration of the Tenth anniversary of
9/11. On Sunday evening Sept. 11, country music
superstar Alan Jackson will be performing at the
Cathedral as part of “A Concert For Hope,” along
with R&B legend Patti LaBelle and renowned
mezzo soprano Denyce Graves. In the days
following the 9/11 tragedy, the National Cathedral
was called on to serve as a sacred national
gathering place for mourning, reflection and
prayer. As the country marks the tenth anniversary
of that tragic day, the Cathedral will once again
open its doors to the nation and offer a weekend
of programming to honor the dead, address
the continued need for national healing, and
foster the desire to create a more hopeful and
just world.
This special week-end (Sept. 9-11) long
commemoration will be shared with military
men and women deployed across the country and
around the world by the Pentagon Channel. “A
Concert For Hope” will also air on numerous
ABC affiliates nationwide live Sunday, Sept.11,
8:00pm – 9:00pm EST. Check local listings.
People across the country and around the world
may participate in any of the events, which will
be streamed live and available to watch online at
www.calltocompassion.com.

Motown songwriter Nick Ashford dead
at 70
Nick Ashford was one-half of the songwriting
duo Ashford and Simpson. They penned soulful
classics for everyone from Diana Ross to Marvin
Gaye. Ashford was 70.
Ashford's former publicist and longtime friend
tells the AP that he had been suffering from throat
cancer and had undergone radiation treatment.
The Ashford and Simpson classics include "Ain't
No Mountain High Enough," "Reach Out And
Touch Somebody's Hand" by Diana Ross and
"You're All I Need To Get By" by Marvin Gaye
3

and Tammi Terrell.
Ashford and Simpson also had a hit of their own
with "Solid As A Rock." In an industry where
marriages and partnerships are fleeting, Ashford
and Valerie Simpson stood the test of time. They
were married for 38 years.

Journey Guitarist Neal Schon:
“Steve Perry Is Always Welcome Walk
On Stage And Sing With Us”
Although current Journey lead vocalist Arnel
Pineda is a dead ringer vocally for former
frontman Steve Perry, many of the band's
fans long for a reunion between Perry and
core members Neal Schon, Ross Valory, and
Jonathan Cain.
In a recent interview with Artisan News, Schon
was asked if Journey would be open to the idea
of Perry sharing the stage with Pineda for a few
songs at an upcoming concert. "Arnel is totally
down, and such a humble human being, that
he would be overjoyed if Steve wanted to walk
on stage and sing with us," Schon replied.
"Honestly! He's not just saying that and then like,
walking in the other room and [saying something
different]. I've always left the door open. I made
it a point, the last time I saw and even spoke to
Perry, [which was] when we received [star on]
the Hollywood Walk Of Fame [in 2005]. There
were so many rumors going around that I hated
him and that I'm the one that kicked him out of
the band and blah blah blah, this and that. I
wanted to make sure that people saw me asking
him right there, 'If you ever feel like you would
like to, and you'd like to come on stage, it's
always an open door. Just come and jam. There's
no pressure. We're not trying to get you back in
the band. But if you just feel like having a blow
and you wanna come by and sing, it's there."
When Jonathan Cain was asked if Journey ever
thought to asking Perry to rejoin the band, rather
than finding the perfect sound-alike vocalist, the
keyboard player replied, "No, because he really
sealed the deal back in '98 and said, 'Don't expect
anything from me, you know, we're done. You
and I are done,'" he said. "So I know that he
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keeps his word and I would not make that call
because I know that he's quite happy with the life
he has. And it's pretty rigorous out here. What
we do is very rigorous, and he doesn't need it.
Why does he need it, you know? His legacy is
already there."
Cain told The Pulse of Radio that the band feels
totally secure with Pineda, following the loss of
Perry's original replacements Steve Augeri and
Jeff Scott Soto. "I think we really looked long
and hard at what we had accomplished and we
didn't wanna slide backwards at all," he said.
"Since '98, trying to recreate the brand and give
the people the kind of shows that we'd hoped for.
And when you lose a guy like Steve (Augeri),
who was a tremendous team player, and you
know, Jeff Scott steps up and kinda helps us out
there. But, you know, his sound wasn't for us
and then later on, I think his personality wasn't
for us."

Ace Frehley’s ‘No Regrets’ Memoir Due
Out In November
According to Amazon.com, original KISS
guitarist Ace Frehley will release "No Regrets:
A Rock 'N' Roll Memoir", a look back at his
"life of sex, drugs, and rock-and-roll" on
November 1, 2011 via Gallery Books, an imprint
of Simon & Schuster. Gallery plans to publish
the 288-page title under the VH-1 Books imprint.
"No Regrets" was co-written by New York Times
journalist Joe Layden who also authored "The
Last Great Fight" about what is considered by
many to be the biggest upset in the history of
boxing: James "Buster" Douglas' tenth-round
knockout win over Mike Tyson in 1990.
Layden recently worked on MEGADETH
mainman Dave Mustaine's autobiography,
"Mustaine: A Heavy Metal Memoir".
Jennifer Bergstrom, Vice President, Editor-inChief of Gallery Books, said "'No Regrets' is sure
to be the next must-read rock-and-roll memoir."
Commented Frehley: "I think Sinatra said it
best… 'Regrets I've had a few, but then again, too
few to mention.'"
One of the most popular rock guitarists of the
1970s, Frehley became an inspiration to a
generation of guitarists with his lead-guitar
prowess and atmospheric Les Paul sound.

Frehley performed with KISS from its inception
in 1973 until his first departure in 1982 before
rejoining KISS in 1996 for a very successful
reunion tour. Frehley's second stint lasted until
2002 as Ace went back to being a solo artist
again, but the stories and memories still remain
from touring in one of rock and roll's most
successful acts of all time.
On the red carpet just before his performance
with Slash at the at the sixth annual MusiCares
MAP Fund benefit concert on May 7, 2010 at
Club Nokia in Los Angeles, Ace Frehley talked
about putting his memoir together and how he
got help remembering some of his old stories that
he might have forgotten.
"It's gonna be memoirs, you know," he told the
Artisan News Service.
"I just turned 59, [so] I think it's about time I start
getting the stuff out and writing it down on paper
before I forget it.
"It's hard for me to remember a lot of the stuff,
so what I've been doing is getting together with
people I used to work with, and they usually
have better memories of situations than
myself. Getting together with old bodyguards...
They have the best stories about me... stuff I
don't remember."

Peter Gabriel: New Blood Live in
London 3-D In-theater Event Showcases
Nationwide September 6 & 12
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame artist Peter Gabriel
will be showcased in Peter Gabriel: New Blood
Live in London 3D, an exclusive in-theater
event showing in more than 135 select movie
theaters across the U.S. on Tuesday, September
6 and Monday, September 12 at 7:30 p.m. (local
time). The musical event follows hot on the
heels of Gabriel’s sold out U.S. tour. and features
re-imagined orchestral arrangements of many of
Peter’s songs that dispense with the traditional
weapons of the rock armoury - no guitar, bass
or drums.
Peter Gabriel: New Blood Live in London
3-D was pre-recorded at London's iconic
Hammersmith Apollo on March 23, 2011, as
he performed breathtaking orchestral reinterpretations
of many of his own songs - captured for the very
first time in stunning 3-D.
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by Kathleen Sedita

There are bands; then, there are bands that
make history. These bands not only sell
impressive amounts of records, but they also
change lives. They use their instruments
and originality to carve out the path for
musicians after them to follow; and in doing
so, they make their names immortal in the
rock universe. Stryper is no doubt a band of
this magnitude.
Full Access recently talked with Stryper
front man Michael Sweet about the band’s
newest albums, tour, and the ups-and-downs
of the rock star life. Double-platinum album
selling Stryper redefined the world’s
concept of Christian music. By combining
two institutions previously thought to be
each other’s adversary, the men in Stryper
revolutionized metal and what it means to
be a Christian artist. Sweet said, “I don’t
think people knew how to take us or what to
think of us because it was so shocking to
them, you know? Christian music was Petra,
Amy Grant and Michael W. Smith. It was
unheard of. I just think people were taken
aback by that.”
Sweet picked up the guitar at age five, and
the Bible at twelve. He told Full Access,
“I grew up in a musical family, so I just
remember at a very early age being around
music, hearing music, being drawn to
5

music.” He joined his brother’s band just
before he turned thirteen, and according to
Sweet, “It just kind of blossomed from
there. It went into electric guitar and getting
into effects and pedals and tone, and I
started singing.”
The group of young men, who would later
become known around the world as Stryper,
came together around the time Michael
Sweet turned twenty under the name “Roxx
Regime”. The group initially played as a
secular band, although each member lived
by the Christian faith. Sweet said, “We were
doing the mainstream secular thing and
playing the L.A. club scene for many years,
and we just kind of got burnt out on that
lifestyle.” He continued, “I think we knew
in our hearts what we should be doing, but
we weren’t doing so. And one day we just
kind of woke up, and through some friends
that accepted God and came to the studio
and shared the good news with us, we
realized we really needed to devote this band
to God and come back full-circle. And that’s
what we did.”
Stryper has played shows with TNT, White
Lion, Zebra, Bon Jovi and Anthrax to name
a few. Their association with non-Christian
bands has been met with a plethora of
controversy over the years. Audiences have
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even thrown Bibles at them on stage during
performances, rotten-tomato style. Sweet
admitted there was always a period during the
first few days of a tour when the other band
wasn’t sure what to expect from the group of
religious rockers, but he said, “Once they
realize we’re just regular guys, you know, that
we aren’t gonna beat them over the head with
a Bible or force them to do something that
they don’t want to do, I think they loosen
up… those misconceptions are torn down
pretty quickly.”
Stryper recently released an album composed
primarily of cover songs, with one brand new
original song, “God,” tacked on the end.
The aptly named album, “The Covering” is
available in stores now. The thirteen-track
collection includes Stryper adaptations of
classic rock and metal hits spanning the
‘70s and ‘80s. From Led Zeppelin’s “The
Immigrant Song” to Black Sabbath’s “Heaven
and Hell,” Stryper broke away from their
usual Christ-filled original work to take on
some of the songs that served as inspiration
for their own music over the years. Sweet told
Full Access, “I think it came down to us doing
a few cover songs live over the years and
people really enjoying it; and those were all
the bands and the songs that we were raised
on and grew up on, so we figured ‘Why not?’”
However, a certain amount of controversy is
expected when a widely known Christian
band comes out with an album filled with
secular songs, especially those by bands such
as Black Sabbath, who have been accused of
using demonic symbolism in their work.
Sweet said, “We’ve certainly gotten backlash.
People say negative comments about how
we’re fakes and there’s no way we could be
real Christians and sing a Black Sabbath
song… Our convictions don’t lie in the fact
that we should or shouldn’t be playing
mainstream songs. They lie elsewhere. Maybe
that’s their conviction, so let it be their
conviction. Don’t force your conviction upon
me.” Sweet continued, saying: “We picked

Michael Sweet
everything that we felt was appropriate for our
message and our beliefs and what we try to
portray in our music. We did what we felt led
to do, and felt comfortable doing so. Not
everyone’s gonna agree with that. I’ve always
said this: if you read the words to ‘Heaven and
Hell,’ it really is a song that a Christian
band—any Christian band, for that matter—
could have written, lyrically speaking… I
think because it was done by Black Sabbath
people think instantly that any song done by
them is evil.”
Although cover albums typically take less
work than all-original endeavors, Sweet said:
“We still put a lot of time into it to get the best
quality it possibly could be. But, the songs
were already written, you know, we didn’t
have to put much thought into it and we
just wanted to have fun. We went into the
studio, plugged in our amps and played—just
for the fun of playing. And I tell ya, we’re
really happy we did it. It was a blast. We
wouldn’t go back and change a thing. It was
one of the funnest records we’ve ever made,
no question.”
But it can be a challenge to take on timehonored classics like those Sweet chose for
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“The Covering.” He kept the
songs as close to the original
arrangements as possible,
while still putting the Stryper
spin on them. Sweet said,
“I stepped into the vocals
thinking that I needed to
sound like Bruce Dickenson
from Iron Maiden or Ronnie
James in “Heaven and Hell,”
and I’m never gonna sound
like those guys. So I think
once I realized that—that I’m
never gonna sound like them,
I need to sing this like
Michael Sweet—I was able to break those
barriers and get the songs.”
The guys decided to add a new original song
as the last track on “The Covering” for a
couple of reasons. Sweet shared: “When you
do a re-album or re-record, you start hearing
all the comments about, ‘Oh, they’re dried up.
They can’t write anymore. They don’t have
the songs in them.’ So it’s a really good
feeling for me to write the song ‘God’ that
wound up being one of our better songs.” He
went on to explain, “The other side of that
coin was to write a song that really solidified
our faith and made people aware of the fact,
lyrically speaking, that we were still 100%
serious about our faith. We haven’t walked
away from God because we’re doing covers,
and there’s a song that shows that and proves
that. So that’s why we ended the record with
it, and that’s why, lyrically, it’s one of the
strongest, boldest songs we’ve ever done.”
The band performed a few concerts in March
to promote “The Covering” and bring back a
handful of original Stryper favorites from the
band’s self-stated glory days. They plan on
going back out on a full tour in September.
They will be doing shows across the United
States as well as in Japan and Korea. “It’s all
the original guys,” Sweet added, “which is
pretty awesome. …Only a few bands can say
7

that and make that claim, and we’re one of the
few bands, so it’s pretty cool.”
In between touring, the guys are working on
another record that will include fourteen
re-records of classic Stryper songs as well as
three brand new songs. Sweet said, “I feel
like we’re a better band now. We’re more
mature, and we tend to play the songs in a
little different mannerism.” He says the
album should be ready by late December or
early January.
For a band that has been touring and topping
charts for several decades, Stryper is remarkably
still relevant. Sweet said, “Looking back on
almost a thirty-year period, it’s just been an
incredible ride.” He added, “We’ve learned a
lot. We’ve hopefully grown a lot. There’s
still a lot more to come from this band and
this ministry.”
Michael Sweet assured us that the ride won’t
be ending anytime soon, “We’ve got a lot of
stuff going on, a lot for fans to expect.
We’re still doing it; still going strong. And
we’re excited about it.”
Stryper will be performing at the State
Theatre in St. Petersburg on September 14th,
and in Orlando at the House of Blues on
September 16th. Canadian Rockers Killinger
will be opening for Stryper on this tour.
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J
Randall
by Kathleen Sedita

After having his song Spirit of the Radio
included in the hit movie Step Up 3D last year,
the multi-talented J Randall is well on his way
to superstardom. He recently released a new
single titled Can’t Sleep, which features
Grammy award-winning performer T-Pain.
The video for the song is a fun movie-inspired
ride that takes advantage of J’s dexterity in
dance and experience in acting. The video steers
clear of falling flat by incorporating satire, pop
culture references, and of course, a midget.
J Randall is looking forward to releasing a
new album at the end of the year, which he is
working on with industry legend Red One, the
producer behind household names such as
Lady Gaga, Akon, Enrique Iglesias and Usher.
Talking about the upcoming record, J said, “At
the end of the day, I have enough songs to make
three albums, but we’re just kind of narrowing
down which of the songs are gonna fit the tone
of this first album. I’m going for that kind of
edgy dirty-freak sound. …I’m just trying to
write my butt off, try to be honest, try to throw
some humor in there, some real life shit.”
Although J Randall is pretty new in the
mainstream music scene, he has been writing
songs and performing since he was a young kid.
He is trained in multiple forms of dance
including hip-hop and tap. He said, “As a little
kid I always dreamed of doing music.” But
J had another dream, too. “I wanted to be a
professional WWF wrestler. That was the first
thing. I would dress up around my house and I
9

would pretend I was The Rock.” After a laugh,
he continued, “That performing turned into me
dancing and singing. So I think it just kinda
started with me performing first, and then I got
the writing bug, creating stories and ideas.”
J Randall has spent time writing songs for
numerous artists with Jive and Atlantic Records,
but he is most proud of the songs he has written
for himself to perform. He said, “You can write
for other people from their perspective, but I
think the hardest thing is to find out what your
niche is, which kind of took me a while. But I
think Can’t Sleep represents where I’m going
musically and lyrically and personality-wise.
You know, it’s got some satire in it and is still
kind of a party dance anthem.”
J has worked with some big name artists during
his continuously growing career. Commenting
on the collaboration with T-Pain on his new
single, J said, “Having T-Pain on that is just
bananas. He’s the best part of the song I hate
to say it. I remember when I heard it I sent him
a Twitter. I said, ‘Why’d you have to kill me
on my own song? I hate you!”
Akon jumped on a couple of J’s earlier tracks,
including the catchy, beat-driven Oo La La.
J said, “I was a big fan of T-Pain, Flo Rida, all
those artists when I was growing up in school,
and to have them on records with me,” J paused
to reflect for a moment, then continued, “…
I don’t think I’ll ever get used to it to be honest,
I’ll probably always be nervous when I meet
them and always be intimidated by them.”
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J Randall signed with Poe Boy Music Group in
2009 as the label’s first pop act. J remembers
that day well: “I was introduced by a mutual
friend to the president of Poe Boy, E Class, and
we actually just met him in a hallway. I was like
‘Hey man, check out my demo,’ and he said,
‘Why don’t you just come perform for me?’ So
he put the CD in his car, and I performed and
danced for him in this gravel dirt road while it
was pouring rain, and he just sat there with a
cigar in his mouth.” Eric “E-Class” Prince is the
man responsible for artists such as Rick Ross
and Flo Rida.
J Randall’s partnerships with Poe Boy Music
Group and his management at the Kluger
Agency proved worthwhile when J’s song Spirit
of the Radio was featured in the hit dance movie
Step Up 3D. J said, “It was kind of like my first
blip on the radar, and my first publicity in a
sense.” His song is featured on the movie’s
official soundtrack, alongside well-known
artists Estelle, Busta Rhymes, Jesse McCartney,
Trey Songz and Flo Rida. “Shooting the music
video for Spirit of the Radio was probably the
best experience I can remember,” J said, “I was
like “I can’t believe I’m shooting a music video,
it’s crazy.”

J Randall is staying busy in the coming months,
continuing to work on his anticipated album and
shooting a movie, Rock of Ages, with Russell
Brand and Tom Cruise. That’s right, in addition
to working in music, J makes himself a
triple-threat in the entertainment industry as an
actor. He has appeared in the popular television
shows Burn Notice and The Glades, and
recently shot a movie in Rome for HBO called
The Bodyguard. J is currently in talks with Starz
Network about a possible television series. J
said, “The Bodyguard will be on HBO the end
of the year, which I’m very proud of. I play a
very bizarre kid who’s obsessed with Edward
Scissorhands. It’s very ridiculous and quirky.”
At just 24, J Randall is hitting the entertainment
industry from just about every angle. With so
many projects going on, fans may wonder how
he finds the time. “To be honest with you I
really never have time off,” J told Full Access,
“I’m always kind of like
what I would
call J
byinKathleen
Sedita
Randall mode, where I’m always writing,
recording, rehearsing.”
J Randall’s first television performance of his
single Can’t Sleep debuted in mid-July on the
Florida-based show, Daytime.
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by Alanna Conaway

Sunny Sweeney has been building a name for
herself on the Texas music scene for the past
several years, but now the beautiful blond
is taking over mainstream country with her
traditional sound and style. Last month,
Sweeney released her debut album with the
Big Machine Label Group -- the same record
label home responsible for launching the
careers of Taylor Swift, Justin Moore and The
Band Perry, among others.
Concrete, the collection of new songs from
Sweeney, is a piece out of the singer’s heart
that is filled with honest and pure songs,
which is what country music fans love most
about the format, herself included.
“Most of the songs on the album are story
songs, which I love,” Sweeney tells Full
Access Magazine. “That is what I love about
country music.”
Of the 10 songs on Concrete, Sweeney wrote
or co-wrote seven tunes, but not all of the
songs are about her own life like most artists
prefer to do when making an album.
“I don’t always write autobiographical,” notes
Sweeney. “I just write stories. Some of them
I guess are inspired by real stuff, but when
you co-write, there are always other peoples
opinions that are involved, too. It could turn
in to be a number of things by the time you
reach the end of the song.”
13

One of Nashville’s most sought after producers,
Brett Beavers, worked with Sweeney on the
album, which was a dream come true. Beavers
is the same man behind the first albums made
by country star Dierks Bentley, as well as one
of the key songwriters on several of Bentley’s
biggest career hits.
“I loved working with Brett Beavers,”
Sweeney gushes. “He is just awesome! It was
a super comfortable environment to be with
him in the studio. We write songs together a
lot, so I knew him going into the making of
the record. On my record, we recorded one
song that me and him wrote together called
‘Worn Out Heart.’”
“I am just very proud of this record,” Sweeney
continues. “I’m glad that I didn’t push to
make a record sooner because I wouldn’t
hardly have had any of these songs. I think it’s
very cohesive. On the album, there are songs
about love lost, new love, revenge love, and
drinking ... all kinds of things. It’s just a really
fun project. I'm just so stoked about it.”
Throughout the process of making Concrete,
Sweeney says the biggest thing she took away
from the experience was seeing the person she
was when the final product was complete.
“I think that as an artist you change and
grow,” she says. “I know that I personally
have. My songwriting’s definitely gotten
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stronger. I know when bad things happen and
things that you learn from in relationships
when they happen, that even if you think it’s
the worst thing in the world at the time, you
can get past it. That was definitely something
that I learned [laughs]!”
Sweeney displays that example in her latest
single, “Staying’s Worse Than Leaving,”
a song which she co-wrote following her
divorce.
“This is a personal song,” Sweeney says of the
tune, which is the second single from the
album, following her Top 10 hit, “From a
Table Away.” “It's about my marriage falling
apart. It’s a positive look at a marriage
ending -- not that the actual marriage is
ending, but the fact that you can move on...
that there is light on the other side. It’s just
about making that decision to go when you
know that it’s over.”
Many of the songs have been played over the
past several months as Sweeney has been
touring coast-to-coast non-stop on her own
solo dates, as well as part of Brad Paisley's
high-profile H2O II tour.
“I just love my job,” Sweeney beams. “A lot
of people always say ‘Oh, it's so glamorous!’
I’m like, ‘Hell no it’s not!’ It’s hard work, but
that’s what I signed up for when I got into
this business. I wanted to do this. I have a
support system at home that let’s me be gone
and helps me stay grounded and focused. It’s
really good.”
While Sweeney doesn’t call Nashville, Tenn.
home like most rising country stars, the singer
is in the right place, residing in Austin, Texas.
But don’t let the residency fool you. Sweeney
is more than connected in Music City, as she
continues a hectic touring schedule with the
likes of Lady Antebellum, Darius Rucker,
Blake Shelton, Jerrod Niemann and of course,
Brad Paisley.
“Touring with Brad has just been so awesome.
He is so incredible with his fans,” praises
Sweeney. “He’s an inspiration to watch every
day with his music and showmanship. Plus,
he’s just a really cool guy to be around

because he’s so normal. When you talk with
him, it’s hard to believe he’s one of the biggest
stars in country music because he’s just so real
with his fans and everybody who is on the
road with him.”
The Paisley tour will wrap later this month,
then Sweeney will be continuing on the road
doing her own dates throughout the end of the
year. “I’m excited about everything falling
into place the way it has,” says Sweeney. “I’m
excited to get out there and promote the record
and hear what my fans think of the new songs.
Then come the springtime, hopefully we
can get linked up with another big tour…
maybe even get back out there with Brad if he
wants me to, because I think he’s just that
awesome. I’m just so blown away by him,
really. I’ll be on stage and think, ‘Holy cow…
I’m on tour with Brad Paisley!’ It’s crazy.
Like truly… it’s crazy. I’m enjoying every
second of this journey!”

is currently seeking writers.
If interested, please
call 813-398-3500
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by Felicia Stokes
Asking Alexandria originates from York, North
Yorkshire and has been around since 2008 when
Ben Bruce (lead guitar) contacted old friends after
moving back to England from Dubai. The current
lineup consists of Ben Bruce, Cameron Liddell
(guitar), Danny Worsnop (vocals), Sam Bettley
(bass), and James Cassells (drums). The band is
quite popular both there and in the United States,
however they tour more often in the US than in
the UK.
As far as the band’s name goes, in Cameron's
words, "There's no real cool meaning behind the
name," while chuckling. Apparently guitarist and
band founder, Ben Bruce, came up with the
band’s name, originally going by "Alexandria."
However, there was already a band with that
name so they simply put "Asking" in front of it.
So now we have "Asking Alexandria" instead
of just "Alexandria." No cool meaning, just a
funny story.
Their new album, Reckless and Relentless, which
was released on April 5, 2011 through Sumerian
Records, was recorded during the summer and
autumn of 2010. It is the 2nd studio album by
the English Metal core band.
While touring, there are times that they miss their
family, but when being gone for such a long
period of time, who wouldn't? However they
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still enjoy being on the road, seeing their fans
and playing their music! Every show is a new
experience and each experience is a new memory.
Being around your fans gives you a feeling
you can't quite explain. "It's like a high," says
Cameron. Things like fans dancing to your music
or singing your songs, "We actually got into some
trouble this year (laughing), all because we told
the crowd to mosh. Apparently, we're supposed to
be careful but we just don't care. We want to have
fun. Even with getting "yelled" at by the Warped
representatives, they still make the best out of
every show. They really don't care what anyone
has to say as far as “rules” go, as long as the fans
are enjoying the show!
Being in a band is always an experience like no
other. Whether you're playing a show in front of
thousands of people or just driving to your next
show. Whether you're signing merchandise or
sitting and talking with the fans. With being in a
band comes a certain territory. You spend hours
on end with people you know and love, between
writing music, recording, and touring. You end up
practically living with them part time. They may
get on your nerves, but you still have to cope and
get things done. Between being in the studio, on
the tour bus or on stage, they try to make the best
out of it all. Cameron says, "My mates are like
my family."
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With only about 3 years of music
experience and touring behind
them, Asking Alexandria has quite
a large fan base. With only 2
albums, the amount of fans they
have, the reaction they get from
their fans is unreal. "We still
haven't grasped the reality of
it." Between the moshing and
screaming, it's quite an intense
experience. They get so crazy on
stage. Sam Bettley (bass player)
actually broke his foot on stage at
the Vinoy Park show, and he
walked off the stage like nothing
even happened. They put their absolute all into
everything they do to make it in the music
industry and to please their fans.
Being on such a large tour like Vans Warped Tour,
most, if not all bands consider it an honor. Asking
Alexandria is one of the many bands that do and
have taken complete advantage of it. Not only
playing their music but also getting to meet their
fans. From meet and greets, to the backstage VIP

experience, the guys of Asking Alexandria love
their fans and say they owe it all to them! And
honestly when you think about it, when it comes
to any band, they all owe it to the fans, because
without them, there would be no bands!
Looking forward to continuing their tour, you
can count on Asking Alexandria to give it their all
and being blown away by their performance.
Look for them on the main stage, and prepare
to be rocked!

CONCERT REVIEW

Boots n’ Buckles • Lakeland, FL August 26, 2011
by Liz Stokes

I had the pleasure of meeting Preston Brust
and Chris Lucas of the LoCash Cowboys
prior to them going on stage at
Boots n’ Buckles in Lakeland, FL.
They both were very down to earth
and full of energy, promising a
great show.
Not knowing what to expect from
them, I was blown away once
they took the stage! The energy
and charisma that they portrayed
was amazing. Their sound was
unique to say the least, singing
their country favorites like
“C.O.U.N.T.R.Y.,” and “If We All

Had Trucks,” plus a few covers including
“Purple Rain” by Prince, Mary Had A Little
Lamb w/a reggae twist and AC/DC’s Shook
Me All Night Long.
The high energy crowd was screaming
and singing along to the lyrics. This is by far
one of the most interesting and entertaining
concerts that I have seen in a long time and
recommend to anyone that has not seen the
LoCash Cowboys in concert before, to make
sure they don’t miss them the next time they
come to town. You would miss out on an
incredibly talented pair of guys that kept you
wanting more. You won’t know what you’ll be
getting each time you see them, except that
you will be guaranteed a great show and be
very entertained!
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ALBUM REVIEWS
30 Seconds To Mars
Unplugged
Virgin Records
333hf
by Gabrielle Lewis
Releasing an “unplugged” album is quite risky.
In the music industry today, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to find a band that sounds
decent without using special ʻsound-smoothingʼ
distortion software and other electronically
deceptive tools. 30 Seconds to Mars is a hot
band on an international level. Theyʼve got
the musicianship, creativity, and charisma
necessary to be successful in this unforgivable
business. Fans await acoustic performances by
their favorite bands, simply because with all of
the ʻartificialʼ sounds stripped away, the true
essence is able to shine.
“Hurricane” begins with Jared Leto singing a
bold introduction that showcases his rough yet
soft vocal quality. As the music intensifies,
there is never more than strings, acoustic guitar,
and chorus backing Leto. This tune is an
excellent way to kick off the album, as it sets
the tone for what is to come. “Kings and
Queens” should not be performed acoustically.
Perhaps if the song had not been previously
released with special electronic effects, this
rendition wouldnʼt sound so lacking. As
expected, Letoʼs voice is stunning, and itʼs easy
to become seduced by his rich sound and
extensive range. The accompaniment is not
poorly written, but sounds too similar to the
accompaniment in “Hurricane”, which includes
acoustic guitar, chorus, and strings. The same
strings part is used in the original version, but
does not sound as convincing here.
“Night of the Hunter” is a solid track. All of the
parts are well-written, and the lyrics, “Blessed
by a bitch from a bastard seed”, are brimming
with imagery and symbolism. The unplugged
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version doesnʼt have the same badass effect as
the original, however the emotional energy
feels more intense. The human voice is capable
of projecting a highly broad range of emotions;
if you close your eyes and listen to both
versions of this track, youʼll see what I mean.
The lyrics and vocal melody pack more punch
in the acoustic version. In spite of the risk of
releasing an unplugged album, 30 Seconds
to Mars has the balls to include their own
rendition of U2ʼs “Where The Streets Have
No Name.” U2 has produced more hits than
perhaps any other rock/pop/experimental group
in the 20th century, so itʼs expected to be a bit
skeptical upon first hearing this cover. They
really couldnʼt have done a better job. The
gospel singers in the beginning are a bit strange,
but the arrangement as a whole is quite good.
The rhythms and melodies of the accompaniment
stay true to U2ʼs distinguishable style, yet 30
Seconds to Mars maintains their individual
sound. Check this album out if you want to
enjoy a truly talented band that has a hell of a
good time making music.
Jeff Bridges
Jeff Bridges
Blue Note Records
gffff
by Gabrielle Lewis
As title tracks in Jeff Bridgesʼ debut album,
“Nothing Yet”, “Falling Short”, and “Maybe I
Missed the Point” provide an apt summary of its
contents. The first track “Everything But Love” is
a forgettable take on a common artistic inspiration;
love is paramount, nothing can replace love. The
lyrics are mediocre, and the background vocals do
not mask the drone of Bridgesʼ voice.
In the second tune “Falling Short”, Bridgesʼ
attempt to sing softly at the beginning does not go
well. His tone is feeble and becomes strained as
he struggles to sing higher pitches around 1:36.
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The cymbal roll at 1:31 couldnʼt be any cornier,
and the instrumental composition sounds thin,
lacking substance. Lyrics in this song imply
philosophical questioning of why we exist (“And
in my wondering do I answer why Iʼm alive”),
After hearing this, I am indeed wondering how I
am still alive.
The dated and uninspired honky-tonk and
guitar/bass lines raises the question whether this
album was recorded in a studio, or if a background
karaoke CD was used. Traditional Country usually
includes consistent instrumentation, as does
Jazz/Rock/etc, however there must be a certain
degree of compositional inventiveness for the
listener to sit up and take notice. If it werenʼt for
the varying tempi, the songs would barely be
distinguishable.
“Either Way” is listenable. This tune emits a
relaxed, melancholy feel with its down tempo and
minimal instrumentation. Bridgesʼ voice has a
pure tone and can even be called pleasant.
Overall, it is apparent that in creating this album,
Bridges took his role in “Crazy Heart” too
seriously. Perhaps he does not realize that cutting
an album is quite different from creating a
character. His film may have scored two Oscars,
but his album receives a thumbs down from me.
Celebrities often think that if they are successful
in one artistic vein, they will undoubtedly “make
it” in another. Mr. Bridges should stick to what he
knows best, and what we love him for; acting.

is currently hiring
sales reps throughout
the state of Florida.
If interested,
call Liz Stokes at
727-485-4624

Amos Lee
iTunes Live from SoHo EP
Blue Note Records
3333d
by Gabrielle Lewis
This album is riveting. Amos Lee has a distinct
vocal sound that is clear, strong, and slightly biting.
Itʼs difficult to compare his voice to anything
Iʼve ever heard. “Windows Rolled Down” is a feelgood tune, something one could listen to without
a destination in sight. Just enjoying the view, open
road, wind whipping through the windows. “El
Camino” is catchy without being redundant. Lyrics
such as “Iʼm walking back and forth on your
cracked tile kitchen floor, With the orange juice
and the sun that shines, It really breaks my heart
leaving you behind”, give listeners a sense of
down-to-earth realism that can only be found
in real folk music. In “Violin” he tells a story
to which practically anyone can relate, living
amidst the swindlers and chaos of life. Peopleʼs
lives are built on stories, and Lee captures the
essence of Americana in his honest prose. “Lately
I, every time I try to lie down, Well my mind just
gets away, I canʼt even close my eyes now,
Between the big fish ambition, and the lovers,
Using words as ammunition” connects lives on a
wide span. Great music is capable of bringing
people together because it pinpoints the common
struggles and joys we experience in life. There
are not many current songwriters that are as
unapologetically honest as Amos Lee.
“Cup of Sorrow” is pure poetry. The fact that Lee
has a distinct sound, contagious melodies, and
solid arrangements is just icing on an already
delectable cake. Lee is an atmosphere artist; he
creates a feeling and scene with his music. He
helps his audience live the vision he sees and hears
in his mind. There is a good range of uptempo
grooving tunes along with slow, yearning ballads
that transport the listener into a completely
different place. This music is profound in its
simplicity, beautifully understated.There is no
shortage of crap floating around at the top of the
billboard charts. Instead of becoming angry and
smashing your radio, kick back and put on some
Amos Lee. He is the oasis we need.
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by Kathleen Sedita

Kip Winger is a multi-platinum and multi-genre
artist. He formed the internationally famous rock
band Winger in the late 80s. While still occasionally
playing with the old group, he now creates
inspired and eclectic solo work ranging from
tunes influenced by classic 70s rock to lengthy
and complex orchestral pieces. Full Access
recently had the opportunity to talk with Winger
about his expansive career and current projects.
In between writing, Kip Winger tours constantly.
He will be playing an intimate acoustic show in
the lobby of the Hard Rock Hotel in Orlando on
Friday, September 2nd. He says, “I have a lot of
fun doing my acoustic thing. It’s really a blast.
Basically I do it for the fun, and it’s great money.
I do it for the fans, you know, to stay connected.
If you’ve never seen it before, try to come. It’s
really a blast.”
Winger was raised in a very musical home. His
parents were jazz musicians and he played in
bands with his brothers for years prior to his
commercial success. Being a teenage guy
obsessed with music, Winger was a huge fan
of Alan Parsons (The Beatles, Pink Floyd). When
he was about sixteen, he wrote Parsons and
sent in a demo tape. Still in disbelief to this
day, Winger proudly said, “He actually wrote
me back!”
One might consider that correspondence a bit of
real-life foreshadowing, because almost thirty
years later, Winger received a call from Alan
Parsons himself requesting that he sing in his
band, the Alan Parsons Project. Winger commented
on the experience, saying: “It was bizarre… It
was a great honor to be able to sing in his band,
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to sing those songs and be around him.…Every
song was a hit. It was amazing. Super nice
guy, too.”
However, Kip Winger admits one regret regarding
his work with Parsons, “I ended up getting out
of it sooner than I should have, because it was a
really fun gig. But my schedule was just too
conflicted with the amount of gigs he was doing.”
Before working with the legendary Alan Parsons,
Winger worked with another notable Rock ‘N
Roll hero: Alice Cooper. A friend of Winger’s
happened to be one of the producers working
with Cooper on an album. Winger said, “They
needed four songs on the Constrictor album, and
I wanted to play on that album. I just said to him,
‘If you go on tour, man, please consider me. So
they did. It was a lucky break.”
Winger continued to tell Full Access about that
time: “I was a waiter before that. I was waiting
tables in New York. I had played in bands with
my brothers for twelve years. You know, we
played clubs and stuff. But I’d never done huge
venues. It was instantaneously headline acts. It
was good,” he paused, reflected, and then proceeded
to say, “It was amazing. I’m very lucky.”
Winger recently worked with Alice Cooper again
on his newest album, which is a sequel to the
original “Welcome to my Nightmare.” It seems
Cooper played an instrumental role in Winger’s
life in multiple ways, even helping him get
started with his band and helping him name it.
Winger spoke of Cooper’s involvement: “He was
always really cool about me going off on my
own. Everybody else in the organization thought
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I was nuts because I had a great gig, and the
chances of making it in your own band are
slim-to-none. He was always really encouraging.
He thought “Winger” was a good band name. I
never thought it was a good band name; I was a
bit bummed out about it actually. But, you know,
that’s how it ended up happening and it
was fine.”
The band’s debut album with Atlantic Records
ended up going platinum in the United States
after the first six months, and earned gold status
in Japan and Canada. Their songs were hits on
radio stations and MTV, and had secured places
on the charts for the greater part of the late 80s
and early 90s.
Winger played many shows for the troops, which
inspired him to write several songs for the album
IV, which delved into the life, heart and soul of
the American soldier. He said, “I had talked to
the people and I wanted to portray what I heard
from them directly into a few songs.”
The military honored Winger in a surprise
ceremony during which Gen. Harold Cross
presented him with a plaque and a flag that had
been flown during the war in Iraq.
The band’s latest album, Karma, was released in
2009. Winger told us about it, saying, “It was
really an album where we went back to basics
with the beginning of our sound; and kind of
married it to our third album, which was the most
popular album up until Karma.”
Although Winger is widely known for his work
in the world of rock music, his true calling lies
in a less-recognized sphere. It began when he
was sixteen, with a ballet class. He said: “I was
really doing it to be a better performer in a rock
band. But I really had a knack for it, so they
recruited me into the company (The Colorado
Ballet). That’s where I heard a lot of the music—
Ravel, Debussy, Stravinsky— that really
influenced what I’m doing now. I was just drawn
to it, really.”
It was the music of the ballet that stirred up a
passion and a goal for Winger. He said, “I always
knew I was headed to do orchestra music. That
was my primary musical goal, it was just a matter
of how I was going to get there.”

Not having enough time to go to school for
classical music, Winger sought out the best
teachers at those schools and found someone
who was willing to teach him privately. He
stayed involved with the genre ever since, and
recently found success with a piece he composed
titled “Ghosts.” He told Full Access, “We had a
lot of luck with that. We did it with the San
Francisco Ballet for two seasons… The greatest,
most fulfilling moment of my life was taking a
bow after the ballet premiered in San Francisco.”
Winger also has a new 20-minute full orchestra
piece that he is hoping to get recorded in the fall.
Aside from his work in classical music, Winger
has released various solo albums. He says, “My
solo records are really my take on Peter Gabriel
and Sting kind of. It doesn’t sound anything like
that, but it’s kind of my version of that filter.” He
added that there are some jazz elements in the
harmony because his parents played jazz. He
said, “It’s really just my take on complex pop
music... I was really influenced by all of the 70s
bands from Jethro Tull to Lynyrd Skynyrd. So a
lot of the back log in my library in my inner ear
comes from the 70s.”
Kip Winger has become remarkably successful
in the music industry. From his work with the
legends, to creating a multi-platinum rock band,
to composing beautifully complex pieces of
orchestral music, to being honored for writing
songs dedicated to the troops, one could say that
he is a legend himself. He said, “I’ve basically
been able to achieve all of my goals, so I’m
making new ones now. Some of the stuff I’m
doing now I never even thought was possible.
I’ve had some really highs and some extreme
lows. I’ve learned to take it all in stride because
I’ve been very lucky, and I’ve also gotten the shit
kicked out of me. It’s kind of all the stuff that
makes you who you are.”
When Full Access asked Winger what’s next for
him, he replied, “I’m just trying to be a better
musician, really. Sting said it best: ‘Music will
heal your soul.’ That’s where I’m coming from.”
Be sure to catch Kip Winger in Orlando on
September 2nd for his free show at the Hard
Rock Hotel!
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EVENT CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER
2

11

erasure

14

House of Blues, Orlando

2

Kip Winger

14

3

Blue october

16

Sunny ledfurd
Triple Canopy Ranch, Lake Wales

16

Starship w/ Mickey Thomas &
Rick Springfield

16

avenged Sevenfold, Three days
grace, Seether, Sevendust,
Bullet For My Valentine,
Black Tide & art of dying
1-800-Ask-Gary Amphitheatre, Tampa

3

Miranda Cosgrove

9

17
17

18

Nekromantix

18

guttermouth

19

oak Ridge Boys

20

Brad Paisley, Blake Shelton,
Jerrod Niemann & Sunny Sweeney

20

guttermouth

27

incubus
elvis Costello
Bad Brains
Buckethead
Firestone Live, Orlando

21

adam Ferrara

Local 662, St. Petersburg

Marc anthony

State Theatre, St. Petersburg

Thompson Square
Joyland, Bradenton

22

Bad Brains
Firestone Live, Orlando

Beacham Theatre, Orlando

11

Meat Puppets

Bob Carr Performing Arts, Orlando

Orlando Jai Alai, Fern Park

J Cole

Journey, Foreigner & Night Ranger

1-800-Ask-Gary Amphitheatre, Tampa

Club at Treasure Island, Treasure Island

10

elvis Costello

Amway Center, Orlando

1-800-Ask-Gary Amphitheatre, Tampa

9

Meat Puppets
The Crowbar, Tampa

The Social, Orlando

Backbooth, Orlando

9

o.M.d.
Beacham Theatre, Orlando

18

Buckcherry, Papa Roach,
Puddle of Mudd, P.o.d.

The Social, Orlando

9

17

1-800-Ask-Gary Amphitheatre, Tampa

Green Iguana Stadium, Tampa

6

The hazies
Capitol Theatre, Clearwater

17

Nekromantix
Local 662, St. Petersburg

5

almost Kings
Jannus Live, St. Peterburg

Ruth Eckerd Hall, Clearwater

Tropicana Field, St. Petersburg

4

Stryper & Killinger
House of Blues, Orlando

Local 662, St. Petersburg

3

atari Teenage Riot
Firestone Live, Orlando

Jannus Live, St. Peterburg

3

Stryper & Killinger
State Theatre, St. Petersburg

Hard Rock Hotel, Orlando

2

Franco de Vita
Hard Rock Live, Orlando

22

Buckethead
State Theatre, St. Petersburg
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Thompson Square

3

Boots ‘n Buckles, Lakeland

23

Kamelot

4

Firestone Live, Orlando

23

emerson drive

4

Thompson Square

4

5

Miranda lambert
5

J Cole
5

Modern english

6

Pepper & The expendables
7

gin Blossoms
7

gin Blossoms
7

Slaughter
7

The Fixx
7

Rick Springfield

OCTOBER
2

Joe Jonas & Jay Sean
House of Blues, Orlando

arctic Monkeys
Chris Brown, T-Pain,
Kelly Rowland & Tyga
1-800-Ask-Gary Amphitheatre, Tampa

Jeff Foxworthy, Bill engvall &
larry The Cable guy
St. Pete Times Forum, Tampa

K.d. lang

Hard Rock Live, Orlando

Hard Rock Hotel, Orlando

30

Foghat

Ruth Eckerd Hall, Clearwater

Sickboys Lounge, Daytona Beach

29

Cyndi lauper & dr. John

Fort Mellon Park, Sanford

Hard Rock Cafe, Tampa

29

Weird al yakovic

House of Blues, Orlando

Epcot Center, Lake Buena Vista

28

Weird al yakovic

Ruth Eckerd Hall, Clearwater

Epcot Center, Lake Buena Vista

28

5

Blondie

Jannus Live, St. Petersburg

27

lindsey Buckingham

Hard Rock Live, Orlando

Ruth Eckerd Hall, Clearwater

26

The Script

Capitol Theatre, Clearwater

Sickboys Lounge, Daytona Beach

24

.38 Special

Ruth Eckerd Hall, Clearwater

Jannus Live, St. Peterburg

24

5

Epcot Center, Lake Buena Vista

Tropicana Field, St. Petersburg

24

Fuel
The Ritz Ybor, Ybor City

Blink 182 & My Chemical Romance
1-800-Ask-Gary Amphitheatre, Tampa

24

3 doors down, Theory of
a deadman & Pop evil
Hard Rock Live, Orlando

Pepper & The expendables
House of Blues, Orlando

24

Steve Miller Band
St. Pete Times Forum, Tampa

Round Up, Tampa

23

.38 Special
Epcot Center, Lake Buena Vista

Jannus Live, St. Peterburg

23

.38 Special
Epcot Center, Lake Buena Vista

8

Mark Wills
Fort Mellon Park, Sanford

8

Peter Frampton
Ruth Eckerd Hall, Clearwater

8

The Script
Hard Rock Live, Orlando
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